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A. THE NINE NUBUN GUIDES 
 

1. In this booklet we Nubun Scientists will only take the space to OUTLINE The Nine Nubun Guides 

instead of DETAILING them. The Nine Nubun Guides are those word formulas of motivation and 

activation which propel Nubuns to success, individually and as a race. In other words, any Nubun who 

has the durability and intelligence to adhere to the word formulas called THE NINE NUBUN GUIDES 

will survive through the ages and be successful. In paragraphs eight (8) and nine (9) of Count I we 

mentioned that the words ETHIOPIAN and NUBUN mean the same. A NUBUN IS A WOOLY-

HAIRED ETHIOPIAN. So, when we state NUBUN we mean a person or persons with genuinely Wooly 

Hair, meaning, genuinely Kinky Hair. 

 

2. The Nine Nubun Guides are: 

1. I promise to preserve self at all times to the best of my knowledge, wisdom, understanding, and 

ability. 

2. I promise to have sexual relations with no one but the opposite sex of my own kind. 

3. I promise to eat and drink ONLY those gases, liquids, and solids which will be more beneficial 

than harmful to my mental and physical selves to the best of my knowledge, wisdom, 

understanding, and ability. 

4. I promise to be a Nubun FIRST to the best of my knowledge, wisdom, understanding, and 

ability, then whatever else I wish to be. 

5. I promise to advocate Nine Knowledge and adhere to Nine Knowledge to the best of my 

scientific information, wisdom, understanding, and ability. 

6. I promise to treat peoples of other races the same way that they treat me to the best of my 

knowledge, wisdom, understanding, and ability. 

7. I promise to uphold justice and rightness at all times to the best of my knowledge, wisdom, 

understanding, and ability. 

8. I promise I will fight hard for liberation and freedom for the Nubun Race, and when it is 

liberated and free, I will work just as hard to keep our liberty and freedom preserved to the best of 

my knowledge, wisdom, understanding, and ability. 

9. Consequently, I promise that before my physical death I will arrange for my lifeless body to be 

CREMATED and the remains distributed at the roots of an evergreen tree or some other suitable 

place willed by the deceased. I also seriously promise by Nubun Forces of Nature by this Ninth 

Guide to maintain the promises of ALL Nine Nubun Guides for an existence in liberty, freedom, 

preservation, well-being, and success, with the understanding that if I fail to keep my promises to 

the best of my knowledge, wisdom, understanding, and ability, I will SOON JOIN THE 

PHYSICAL DEAD. 

 
3. We shall briefly explain NUMBER ONE of the Nine Guides. Complete SELF is not just one 

individual. Complete self is ALL those of a kind. All people of the same race are one being. A race is 

ONE BEING with MANY PARTS, and those parts are the individuals of that race. So the promise to 

preserve self is the promise to protect self and kind in every possible and practical way; reproduce self 

with own kind. Do not be an aggressor but do not hesitate to practice self-defense whenever and wherever 

it is practical and needed. People who love self enough to preserve self do not use tobacco in any form 

neither strong drinks nor any form of dope or narcotics. However, in protecting self, do not stick your 

neck out in mankind's society for the unintelligent who refuse to accept Nine Knowledge and practice 

Nine Knowledge. 

 

4. NUMBER TWO of the Nine Guides restricts reproduction to existence only among those of the SAME 

KIND, that is, those of the SAME RACE. This restriction is also a part of self-preservation, and self-

preservation is the first law of Nature. Eternal life is the continuous procreation, with the OPPOSITE 

SEX OF YOUR OWN KIND, therefore, it is very desirous to have a son among the offspring of a family, 



because a son continues the blood lineage. The SEX-WITH-OWN-KIND principle prevents a race from 

destroying itself and likewise prevents people of other races from destroying it by MISCEGENATION. 

The Nubun Male is very fortunate to have the richest female in body on the Planet, and that is the Wooly-

Haired Female, and we must learn to protect her in every way and provide for her. The Caucasian male 

struggles to keep males of other races away from his females, because he knows if other males obsess 

over his females, his race given time will become a multitude of HYBRIDS and MIX-UPS and members 

of no particular race. In other words, the race loses it[s] IDENTITY and that is DESTRUCTION. We 

must also strive to maintain our NUBUN IDENTITY. 

 

5. There is fact in the expression that a person is what he or she eats, and this expression launches us into 

NUMBER THREE of the Nine Guides. If a person eats or drinks something which he or she knows is not 

fit for consumption or it disagrees with him or her, that person is unintelligent and thereby is mentally 

dead. The One Supreme Being is NATURE IN GENERAL, and the One Supreme Being is our physical 

lives because we feel, eat, drink, taste, and breathe the One Supreme Being. The One Supreme Being is 

our mental lives because we study and understand it by analyzing and learning of it. The One Supreme 

Being is food, clothing, and shelter; It is all persons, all places, and all things. 

 

6. Each part of a person's physical self which has a different composition than another part is composed of 

a different formula, and those parts different in composition require a different food, that is, the kind of 

food which possesses the formula of that part. When a given part of the person does not get the formula 

necessary for its survival, that part begins to degenerate and the person starts to suffer from some kind of 

disease or ailment. Ethiopian Communities everywhere need mentally resurrected dietitians who can 

teach Ethiopians what to eat, how much to eat, and when to eat. Most seafoods with scales are all right to 

eat. Most fowl that is not birds of prey is all right to eat. Fruits that are suitable for your digestive system 

are all right to eat. Nuts like peanuts are all right to eat, because peanuts are not as hard to digest as some 

other nuts, because they are not as heavy and oily as some others. 

 

7. Yet, raw JUMBO PEANUTS are very helpful to those who are bothered by TOO MUCH STOMACH 

ACIDITY. All vegetation that is not poisonous and is agreeable to the person is all right to eat. Of course, 

artificial drinks are poisonous to the health, and the water and fruit juices available to the person should 

be as fresh as possible and as pure as possible. Of course, alcoholic drinks are completely TABU for 

mentally resurrected Ethiopians. The air we breathe and the water we drink should be very clean and 

fresh, and smoking tobacco and marijuana cloud the lungs and blood stream. In short, anything that will 

cause a person more harm than benefit should not be consumed; if an intelligent person knows that 

something does him more harm than help, he or she will not indulge. 

 

8. Mentally resurrected Nubuns try hard to follow and adhere to the highest standards in Nature, and 

trying hard to be a Nubun FIRST in a world of mankind is no exception. Being A NUBUN FIRST is 

NUMBER FOUR of the Nine Guides. Be a Nubun FIRST then whatever else you wish to be means this: 

Before doing any serious talking or taking any sincere action of any sort, FIRST determine if it is in the 

best interests of the Nubun Race as a whole because, if what you say or do is best for the Nubun Race, it 

is best for your Nubun Family including your Nubun self. What is best for the Race is also best for its 

component parts. The Caucasian Race knows this and practices this is one reason why it is much more 

unified and much stronger than our Race. Being A NUBUN FIRST helps strengthen us by Race and 

recognition, so that we may become what we wish to be as an individual. 

 

9. There is an old saying: You know the tree by THE FRUIT it produces. By the same token: You know a 

mentally resurrected Nubun by his or her ACTIVITIES. Advocating Nine Knowledge may be one thing 

and adhering to Nine Knowledge may be another. You heard the expression: Put your money where your 

mouth is. By the same ethic: Put your adherence where your advocation is. If one advocates Nine 

Knowledge that person should be adhering to, that is, practicing Nine Knowledge. Advocation and 

adherence should coincide as one. If a person talks Nine Knowledge but does not follow through on the 



practice, that person does himself or herself more harm than benefit, and thereby is unintelligent. 

Everyone with genuinely Wooly Hair by Nature is a Nubun BY RACE, but only those who can 

understand and practice Nine Knowledge are Nubun BY MIND. Be intelligent and accept NO ALIEN 

CULTURE and NO ALIEN RELIGION for your own but always hold fast to your own. This paragraph 

briefs us on NUMBER FIVE of the Nine Guides; now let's continue to NUMBER SIX of the same. 

 

10. Mankind has practiced DISCRIMINATION against NUBUNS as far back as their history can be 

found; now it is time for us Nubuns to RECIPROCATE by destroying the ONE-SIDEDNESS of that 

BIASNESS. That is to say, the Guide which commands us to treat people of other races like they treat us 

means be a PERFECT RACIST and practice RACISM the way it should be practiced, that is EQUALLY. 

One-sided racism, the way mankind practices it, is wrong. Their is nothing wrong with racism if it is 

EQUAL RACISM - the kind that maintains this warning to peoples of other races: I will not exploit you 

and don't you exploit me; I will not try to proselyte you and don't you try to proselyte me; I will not try to 

pervert or sex your females, and don't you try to pervert or sex my females. I will not try to take what 

rightly belongs to you and don't you try to take what belongs to me. This is the way to practice EQUAL 

RACISM with peoples of other races. 

 

11. NUMBER SIX of the Guides also means: If people of other races treat you bad, treat them worse, if 

they are THE AGGRESSOR, and therefore your WORSE treatment to the aggressor is only equal or the 

same as their BAD treatment of you. And speaking of equality brings us to NUMBER SEVEN of the 

Nine Nubun Guides, for JUSTICE and RIGHTNESS work in unity with equalness; in fact the two are 

based on PARITY. 

 

12. A person can be only as just as or right as THE KNOWLEDGE he has access to and only as just or 

right (in accord with correct knowledge) as HIS NATURE dictates. In other words, a person can not be 

just and right if he does not have the definition and knowledge of justice and rightness, and even though a 

person may have the definition and knowledge of these factors he can only practice them to the degree 

that his NATURE is just and right, unless forced into them further by circumstances. Justice is THE 

BALANCE OF THE OPPOSITES in accord with the cycle in which one lives. Justice is EYES for eye 

and TEETH for tooth, because an aggressor (according to the Laws of Nature) does not get returned to 

him just the amount of damage he did, but must also pay for being THE AGGRESSOR. 

 

13. When anyone tempers justice with mercy, it ceases to be justice any longer. We Wooly-Haired 

Nubuns represent JUSTICE BY NATURE, because we have the greatest capacity for reaching the highest 

standards of Nature and maintaining them. Get and read BOOKLET II of BIBLE INTERPRETATIONS 

AND EXPLANATIONS by Amunubi Rahkaptah, for that booklet will further detail the nature and laws 

of justice and rightness. It will suffice here to state that justice and rightness are the nature of us Nubuns 

in our just cycle and in our RIGHT mind. Our right mind is our Nine Knowledge Mind, our Mind of Nine 

Reason. We Nubuns are responsible for restoring true justice and rightness, because mankind, being 

animal, is not capable of reaching and maintaining the state of real justice and rightness. 

 

14. Those who practice justice are also practicing rightness. RIGHTNESS is the laws and way of General 

Nature. The dictates of the Nature of a person, place, or thing are rightness for that person, place, or thing. 

In other words, the nature of a thing is right for it, because a thing exists best when it adheres to its own 

nature. Some people believe (belief means one does not know) that going to church makes people GOOD 

or RIGHT, but this is a false belief as most religious beliefs are. The facts are: Whether a person goes to 

church or not that individual will do what ever his or her nature dictates. If the person is POSITIVE by 

Nature, he or she will be as right as that person has the knowledge and ability to be whether he goes to 

church or not. On the other hand, if a person is NEGATIVE by Nature, he or she will do the wrong or 

negative things which the person's nature demands whether the individual goes to church or not. 

 

15. Hence, rightness for a person, place, or thing is its own nature. However, THE HIGHEST 



STANDARDS attainable in Absolute Nature (All space, All matter, and All time) by its laws are the 

highest form of rightness and justice practicable - and this is the TARGET for ALL NUBUNS to shoot at. 

The target to shoot at is outlined in the Booklets THE NINE BALL, and all Nubuns who are enlightened 

or mentally resurrected will fight mentally and physically (when reasonable and practical) for our 

liberation and freedom and maintenance of them once they are attained, as NUMBER EIGHT of the Nine 

Nubun Guides requires. There is nothing wrong with fighting verbally and violently for our liberation and 

freedom when we have a chance to win, it is foolish to fight PHYSICALLY when we only have a chance 

to lose and see ourselves be put deeper into captivity and oppression mentally and physically than before. 

There is no liberation and freedom obtainable in the world of animaldom without bloodshed, but that 

bloodshed must be on the battlefield when we have a chance to win and the bloodshed must be mostly 

from THE VEINS OF THE ENEMY. 

 

16. A person should defend himself or herself mentally and physically at all times to the best of his and 

her knowledge and ability, but it should always be done as reasonable and practical as possible. That is to 

say, when you do not have a chance to win, you will destroy yourself by trying. Use your best mind 

FIRST at all times for self-defense, then whatever else you can succeed in doing. There is no VICTORY 

IN DEATH as the dead would have us BELIEVE, unless it is the death of THE ENEMY. DEATH is 

DEFEAT. When you shed more blood than the enemy, that is defeat. When you suffer more death than 

the enemy, that is defeat. When you fight verbally and physically with the enemy and when the fight 

subsides, the enemy is still the best in what ever you were fighting over, that is defeat. Let's fight, but 

fight when and where it is REASONABLE, PRACTICAL, and WINNABLE. It is reasonable, practical, 

and winnable for us to fight FIRST with NINE KNOWLEDGE, for Nine Knowledge gives us Nubuns the 

proper guide and helps the Sun change the gases of the atmosphere to our favor. Our minds emanate 

gases. If our minds are negative, the gases are negative and against us. If our minds are positive, the gases 

are positive and for us, and positive gases of Nine help the Nine Sun change the atmosphere to the 

Positive Cycle that is growing now. The gases of the atmosphere working on and with our minds are what 

control and rules. 

 

17. But ghouls, ghosts, and demons in the atmosphere and in people will control and rule us Nubuns so 

long as we allow our dead bodies to BE BURIED instead of CREMATED. In other words, as long as we 

follow the doctrines and ways of THE DEAD IN MIND and those who represent THE DEAD IN BODY, 

we will continue to be held captive and oppressed by THE DEAD. NUMBER NINE of the Nine Nubun 

Guides require that we CREMATE our deceased relatives and the flesh of all dead animals which is not 

stored for food so that their bodies can not ferment death gases that permeate the atmosphere and 

strengthen and multiply ghouls, ghosts, and demons in general, because in turn these spirits of death exist 

by preying on the living by subsisting on their blood and by causing oppression, suppression, repression, 

diseases, murders, insanity, sex perversion, deformities, et cetera, and all of these activities are acts of 

negative forces of Nature called CONSCIOUS DEATH GASES who cause suffering and death through 

mankind so that those negative forces may survive. Burying dead bodies of anything instead of cremating 

them increases the power of the dead (the negative forces of Nature) to prey on the living and cause the 

physical living to suffer, shed blood, and die. 

 

18. Cremating dead bodies help lessen and destroy negative forces and help break the spell of their 

control over us, that we may live longer and in greater ease. A dead body should be cremated as soon as 

its identity is established and those concerned have had a chance to view it. It should never be allowed to 

reach a point of odorous decay. It should be cremated immediately and the remains deposited at the roots 

of an EVERGREEN TREE or some other suitable place willed by the decreased or determined by the 

relatives. NUMBER NINE of the Guides also provides for SWORN ADHERENCE to the promises made 

by the Nubun with Nine Ether - the Nubun Forces of Nature -- that he or she will exist in liberty, 

freedom, preservation, well-being, and success as long as these NINE (9) PROMISES are kept to the best 

of the Nubun's knowledge, wisdom, understanding, and ability, and if the Nubun does not keep his 

promises to his forces for his own survival and well-being, that person has committed suicide, and will 



die physically ANON, because he or she does not deserve to live. 

 

19. Nubuns (male and female), read and study these Nine Nubun Guides carefully and in your own way. 

After understanding and accepting Nine Knowledge, PLEDGE to your Creative Forces (Nine Ether Sun) 

that you will forever adhere to the Nine Nubun Guides, and by the Forces of Nature in time you will be 

liberated mentally and physically and be successful In anything you decide to undertake provided it is in 

accord with the Nine Nubun Guides and Nine Knowledge in general. REMEMBER! What seems to be 

best for you to do as an individual may not be best for your Race as a whole, but what you do that is best 

for your Nubun Race as a whole is always best for you and your immediate family. Let's discard the 

former and practice the latter. It is the intelligent thing to do for survival and well-being. 

 

B. WHY EMPIRES RISE AND FALL 

 
20. Empires rise and fall for the same reason a person or living beings in general be born, grow to 

maturity, stop growing, and decline. And that reason is: Everything exists in A CIRCLE called The Circle 

of Time or The Circle of Space, Matter, and Time, and when a person, place, or thing reaches the top of 

its circle of space, matter, and time, it can grow no more or go no higher, therefore, downward is the only 

direction it can go by the Laws of Nature, and the Laws of Nature are THE SUPREME RULER made 

effective and binding by POWER OF ETHER - NINE ETHER SUN empowers the top half of the circle 

and SIX ETHER SUN empowers the bottom half. The top half is the TIME OF LIFE in the Universe and 

the bottom half is the TIME OF DEATH in the same. 

 

21. We will clarify this point right here. By showing life in the upper half of the circle and showing death 

in the lower half does not mean life is in the upper half of the Universe and death is in the lower half. The 

circle simply demonstrates that life is of a higher quality and higher standard than death, and exists at a 

different time than death. In other words, life and death of a Universe exist in the same place but at 

different times. A Universe can not be dead and alive in the same place at the same time. Where life was 

before death is now and where death is now life will be in time as matter changes. 

 

22. Now we can answer this question with greater clarity and the question is: What is going to happen to 

THE AMERICAN EMPIRE called the United States of America and CAUCASIAN RULE IN 

GENERAL? The answer is simply in the Circle of Space, Matter, and Time which no person, place, or 

thing escapes. There is no exception to THE CIRCLE RULE -- everything must go through the process 

[of] birth, growth, maturity (non-growth), decline, and death. Life and death themselves are no exception 

to The Circle Rule. Like all other empires before it, the American Empire known as the United States of 

America will decline and fall. In fact, it is in its decline NOW. 

 

23. Moreover, by the same circle rule, Caucasian reign of power, like the reign of power by other races in 

the past, will decline and fall; it is declining NOW. Yet, the Caucasian Race is trying hard to be THE 

EXCEPTION TO THE RULE, but by the Laws of Nature there can be no exception. So what does all this 

mean to us Ethiopians and how can we benefit from it? It means liberation from adverse forces and we 

can benefit from it by doing for ourselves what we can and what we should. In other words, we must learn 

and understand what is happening and take full advantage of it as a race. To put it another way, we must 

learn what to do for ourselves and do it, for Space, Matter, and Time are turning in our favor. 

 

24. The Caucasian (the white man) knows that when an empire falls by the Laws of Nature, it can not rise 

in the same place again until THE COMPLETION OF A CYCLE which may last ten thousand years or 

longer. So the Caucasian is trying hard to locate and prepare a NEW PLACE, for the beginning of a NEW 

EMPIRE, in South America, in Asia, in Africa, or anywhere he can find it, where there has been no great 

empire BASE within the past ten thousand years. However, what the white man hopes to disregard 

successfully is that by the same Laws of Nature which end the power of an empire also end the power of 

the rule or reign of a race. Whereas Caucasian ruling power has been changing hands from white hand to 



white hand all over the Earth for the last several thousand years, the time has come for power to change 

hands from WHITE HAND TO BLACK HAND - this is what the fall of THE AMERICAN EMPIRE 

means to us Ethiopians: Then we will be able to help our relatives in Africa restore Africa to its greatness. 

 

25. Nine Ether is now restoring the mental power of us Ethiopians that we will be prepared to take 

advantage of all opportunities favorable to our survival and well-being. We must qualify to rule even 

ourselves after such long mental illness called IGNORANCE, and these booklets THE NINE BALL and 

also BIBLE INTERPRETATIONS AND EXPLANATIONS are designed to help us Ethiopians qualify. 

RULING POWER is based on KNOWLEDGE, and in the case of us Ethiopians it's NINE 

KNOWLEDGE. We must prepare to become masters of our own destiny. The opportunity is being 

handed to us in our own image and in the likeness of Nine Knowledge, our own Universal Science. As the 

American Empire called the United States of America falls, all Caucasian rule over the Planet will 

crumble with it. Places like South Africa, Mozambique, Rhodesia, et cetera, enslaved and exploited by 

Caucasians, only exist because of the stronghold of the Dragon Leviathan called the United States of 

America is still in world rule and supports them, but when the stronghold of the Dragon falls, these 

subsidiaries of the stronghold will fall with it by help of the oppressed and enslaved people, and this 

means liberation. 

 

C. ORIGIN OF THE UNIVERSES 
 

26. There is no GREAT MYSTERY that lies behind the existence of Universe as religionist would have 

us BELIEVE. A Universe is as simple and natural as a tree. There is no GREAT MYSTERIOUS BEING 

who created the Universe and went off some place never to be seen again. We have never been taught that 

just as all living beings have a nature of their own passed on to them by Absolute Nature, Absolute 

Nature itself has a Nature which is called THE NATURE OF NATURE. The Nature of Nature is the 

energies of Nature doing what comes NATURAL. When one understands the Nature of Nature, the 

ignorance known as mystery is destroyed. The Nature of Nature is THE MOTIVATOR and 

ACTIVATOR in existence. The Nature of Nature causes the activities of The One Supreme Being which 

is Absolute Nature - All Space, All Matter, and All Time. 

 

27. The slave-master has never taught his captives anything about THE NATURE OF NATURE, because 

it would destroy the master's deception called RELIGION, and once the falsity known as religion is 

destroyed from the captive's mind, the oppressor knows that the slave would be from under his spell of 

dominance and damnation. It is the Nature of Nature to exist by OPPOSITES - positive and negative, 

male and female, life and death, summer and winter, order and disorder, et cetera. Parts of Nature exist as 

Universes while other parts exist as chaos. Then, the parts that existed as Universes exist as chaos while 

the parts that existed as chaos exist as Universes. In other words, order and disorder exist at THE SAME 

TIME in Nature but not in THE SAME PLACES. Then, order and disorder alternate back and forth by 

exchanging places via growth and decay. 

 

28. When the Summer Cycle comes to the chaotic parts (Primeval Chaos) of Nature, Universes sprout and 

grow like trees throughout existence that has been in disorder. When the Winter Cycle of existence comes 

to orderly parts (the Universes) of Nature, the Universes crumble and return to Primeval Chaos while 

others in other places are beginning to grow. A Universe is not something MECHANICALLY MADE; It 

is A GROWTH in Nature as natural as a PLANT. It is the Nature of Nature that starts a Universe to grow, 

and the Nature of Nature starts a Universe to crumble. Nature exists in CIRCLES and CYCLES of limited 

duration. It takes a Universe NINE YEARS to be born. To put it another way, the time it takes for NINE 

ETHER to fully form a Universe is NINE YEARS, and this time is a Universe's GESTATION PERIOD. 

 

29. Why a universe sprouts and grows is because the summer of existence returns to that part of Nature.  

THE ORIGIN OF A UNIVERSE takes place this way: Imagine a very thick fog-like condition existing in 

very vast areas of space as a thorough mixture of gases, very fine soil, chemicals, and all other types of 



elements - this is PRIMEVAL CHAOS. When the summer season returns to this area, like a seed planted 

but waiting for spring to arrive, the gases and chemicals and all active elements which had been floating 

aimlessly in space, begin to accumulate in A CENTRAL POINT. These active elements float aimlessly 

because there is no gravitation at that time and there is no universal body anywhere near to attract or pull 

them. 

 

30. The many active elements (gases, chemicals, etc.) of Nature BY THE NATURE OF NATURE 

continue to aggregate to a central point, and when some of EVERY ACTIVE ELEMENT existing in 

Nature has focused in the same place, A UNIVERSE or SEED IS FORMED and then A 

SPONTANEOUS FIRE begins in the egg or seed and that egg is the beginning of one of MANY SUNS 

which are THE ORIGINAL CREATORS in the form of UNIVERSAL BODIES. The African Pygmy is 

the Original Creator in flesh and blood and we bigger Ethiopians are the Evolutionary descendants of 

those African Pygmies. The forming of the Universal Eggs is THE COMBINATION OF ALL 

EXISTING GASES AND CHEMICALS and this is NINE ETHER, the Original Grower in CONSCIOUS 

GASES. 

 

31. When a Sun starts to grow, it sends out ELECTRICAL WAVES in the form of ETHEREAL 

LIGHTNING and at the end of each lightning wave another Nine Ether Egg forms which is the beginning 

of another Sun. When the Suns have grown big enough and strong enough, they put the rest of the 

Universe in ORDER by growing Planets, Satellites, et cetera. The Suns grow by attracting more and more 

matter and changing the atomic count of that matter through THE PROCESS OF METAMORPHOSIS. 

The Suns are PLANTS WITH BRAIN AND BLOOD and the other Universal Bodies are PLANETS 

which mean SMALLER PLANTS. 

 

32. All True Stars (the True Stars of the Universe are the Suns) do not have A SOLAR SYSTEM. Some 

Suns are just stabilizers and light and life-givers in THE UNIVERSE. But those like our Sun in this part 

of the Universe are GROWERS and CENTERS of Solar Systems. When a Sun that is going to have a 

Solar System has grown big enough and strong enough, it begins to put the matter in Chaos surrounding it 

into order by forming A MAGNETIC CORE, which is the center of a Planet, and rolling that magnetic 

core against the matter of Primeval Chaos which is not yet in order and surrounding the Sun. A Planet 

grows until all the matter in its immediate area has been formed into the ORB. Then the Power of the Sun 

ignites the Planet and releases its attraction on the Planet and the weight of the Planet moves the Orb 

away from the Sun. The Planet moves farther and farther away from the Sun until it displaces its own 

weight in the atmosphere of the Sun as an object does in water. An object will sink in water until it 

displaces its own weight in that water, then it stops and floats. 

 

33. When the Planet displaces its own weight in the atmosphere as an object does in water, it is in orbit 

and then it floats around the Sun (its grower and controller) indefinitely. When the Sun is growing the 

Planets, it uses all matter available, and of course that includes all gases, chemicals and elements in sight, 

but the compound called WATER is separated from the other elements, because the compound known as 

water lessens the burning ability of the other elements by weakening their potency. Moreover, water is 

necessary in the forming of the Satellites and is needed in the forming of flesh and blood beings. 

 

34. When the Planet orbits the Sun and starts its eternal rotation around THE NINE BALL, the Planet is a 

burning ball, and that ball burns, and bums until the burning goes beneath the surface of the Planet as a 

fire does in a burning coal. When the burning goes beneath the surface and the Planet cools from its 

burning, the Sun pushes the Earth's share of water into the Orb's magnetic or gravitational field, and it 

begins to rain and rain and rain. As this water goes beneath the surface of the Planet and reaches the gases 

and chemicals in the Earth which are still burning, pressure begins to build up and eventually, the results 

are a series of tremendous violent explosions which send parts of the Earth into orbit around the Planet, 

then the Sun by the Laws of Nature draws these parts together and grows these parts together by rain, 

water and heat. 



 

35. However, those parts of Earth that did not have enough force behind them to go into space and 

become part of the Moon, fell back to Earth and formed mountains and other high places. Yet, all 

mountains were not formed this way. Some mountains are the results of heat pressure pushing parts of the 

Earth upward but never becoming powerful enough for violent explosion. Of course, after those series of 

tremendous explosions, great craters and cracks were left in the Earth, and it is easy to see how they 

would become oceans, rivers, lakes, and streams, since the rains kept falling until those craters and 

crevices were filled enough with water. 

 

36. Now the stage was set and ready for other life. All ingredients needed for various types of life was 

given Mother Earth while she was growing in Primeval Chaos, and when the Earth caught fire and was 

going through a heat process, the rains came and eggs were formed in the waters of the Earth by THE 

NATURE OF NATURE through action of ALPHA BOMBARDMENT, et cetera, which combined the 

formulas necessary for life. Vegetation came up first, for it was necessary for food and protection for the 

flesh and blood beings that followed. Next was THE DWARF BEINGS now called THE AFRICAN 

PYGMIES. These Dwarf Nubuns were born from the Source of the Nile River, meaning, the Nine River 

in Africa. 

 

37. The original atmosphere of this Planet was very unlike we know it today. At that time the atmosphere 

was strong, dense with life gases, and hot all over the Planet even at the poles. Orb Earth was THE FIRST 

MOTHER of all living beings on this Planet, and the Sun was THE FIRST FATHER of all in the form of 

life (Nine Ether) or the form of death (Six Ether). Since there was NO FLESH AND BLOOD MOTHERS 

to nurse the first flesh and blood beings on the Planet, this means they had to be born strong enough to 

take care of themselves. There was neither poisonous vegetation nor animals and foul of prey therefore; 

our ancestors, The Pygmies, had no danger to confront them and anything they could eat or drink was 

suitable for food. The Dwarf Ethiopians could not die because everything was living - the Earth was 

living; the atmosphere was living; and the water was living. The enemy called death was not there. 

 

38. At the time of Original Creation, that is, Original Order, the atmosphere was electrifies[d] with Nine 

Ether and was strong and mentally nursing. Now the atmosphere is dead and poisonous throughout the 

Planet, and water and Earth likewise. Poisonous vegetation and insects, animals and birds of prey were 

not born until 36 million years after Original Order when Evolution (death of the Universe) became a 

reality. The egg formulas necessary for death were in the Earth but by the laws of Nature (the Nature of 

Nature) they had to remain inactive until the winter season of existence. Summer of existence is life and 

winter of existence, of course, is death. The death seed came up in the form of poisonous insects, 

poisonous animals, poisonous vegetation, animals of prey, birds of prey, insects of prey, vegetation of 

prey, and conscious gases of prey arrived in the form of SIX ETHER, Leviathan, the Zodiac. 

 

39. All Universes go through similar processes and all Suns, Planets, Satellites, et cetera, go through the 

same process of birth, growth, maturity, decline, and death in one form or another. When the Sun died 

and started giving off SIX ETHER PROMINENCES which caused interference with the Earth and Moon 

in their courses, the Moon stopped turning of its own axis and became waterless and thereby a DEAD 

UNIVERSAL BODY. Interference with the Earth and Moon in their courses caused vast floods over the 

Earth including colossal tidal waves and much of the Earth's surface which was above water disappeared 

under pressure of flood waters. 

 

40. The advent of Six Ether was like NUCLEAR FALLOUT, and it pervaded the atmosphere, waters, and 

vegetation which flesh and blood beings had to breathe, drink, and eat, and by these means the Secondary 

Creator Leviathan (the Zodiac, Six Ether) was able to modify and alter Original Creation, that is, Original 

Growth. The Moon-mist (another appellation for Six Ether) caused things to grow bigger in size and 

lighter in complexion. Six Ether, of course, is the forces of the dead - the Negative Forces of Nature. 



Existing Ghost Gases are the perfection of the Negative Forces of Nature. 

 

41. During the Cycle of the Living, the Positive Forces of Nature, The Living (Nine Ether Gases) will 

proclaim that they created the Universe, and during the Cycle of the Dead (Six Ether Gases and Ghost), 

the dead will proclaim that they created the Universe. But how we can determine without a doubt who 

really did it is by asking ourselves this question: Who had to be first the Living or the Dead? Of course, 

the answer is the Living, because there must be life before there can be death. Therefore, the Universes 

had to be created (grown) by the Living not the Dead. The creation by the dead is the changes in Original 

Creation which Evolution caused. In concluding this topic, it is correct to state that THE ORIGIN OF 

THE UNIVERSES is NINE ETHER - THE COMBINATION OF ALL EXISTING CHEMICALS AND 

GASES - THE UNIVERSAL MIND, THE UNIVERSAL GROWER. 

 

D. LAWS OF THE OPPOSITES 
 

42. The Opposites are the positive factors of Nature and the negative factors of Nature. The Opposites are 

the positive forces of Nature versus the negative forces of Nature. The true Opposites among the Races 

are the Ethiopian Race and the Caucasian Race. The Opposites Forces of Nature are THE LIVING and 

THE DEAD. The living are those Forces of Nature which constantly resolve to preserve and magnify life, 

and the dead are those forces of Nature which resolve to destroy and nullify life while preserving and 

magnifying death. Therefore, since the Ethiopian and Caucasian Races are opposites by Nature, one must 

represent life and the other death by Nature. Thereby, it stands to sound reason that, since the Ethiopian 

Race was FIRST on the Planet, it would represent life, for there must be life before there can be death. 

 

43. But life and death exist and have their cycles by LAWS OF NATURE. The Ethiopian Race can never 

be liberated without knowing, accepting, and practicing the Laws of the Opposites. THE NINE NUBUN 

GUIDES are based on the LAWS OF THE OPPOSITES. One time slaveholder Abraham Lincoln who 

became President of the United States knew lots about the Laws of the Opposites and made NATIONAL 

POLICY STATEMENTS based on his knowledge of these laws and his statements follow; 

 

June 26, 1857, at Springfield, Illinois: 

"There is a natural disgust in the minds of nearly all white people at the idea of an indiscriminate 

amalgamation of the white and black races. A separation of the races is the only perfect 

preventive of amalgamation but as immediate separation is impossible the next best thing is to 

keep them apart where they are not already together." 

 

September 18, 1858, at Charleston, Illinois: 

"I will say then that I am not, nor ever have been in favor of making voters or jurors of Negroes, 

nor of qualifying them to hold office, nor to intermarry with white people; and I will say in 

addition to this that there is a physical difference between the white and black races which I 

believe will forever forbid the two races living together on terms of social and political equality. 

And inasmuch as they cannot so live, while they do remain together there must be the position of 

superior and inferior, and I as much as any other man am in favor of having the superior position 

assigned to the white race." 

 

August 21, 1859, at Ottawa, Illinois: 

"I hold that a Negro is not and never ought to be a citizen of the United States. I hold that this 

government was made on the white basis, by white men for the benefit of white men and their 

posterity forever, and should be administered by white men and none others." 

 

August 14, 1862, to Negroes at Washington: 

"Even when you cease to be slaves, you are yet far removed from being placed on an equality 



with white people on this broad continent not a single man of your race is made the equal of a 

single man of ours. Go where you are treated the best, and the ban is still upon you I can not alter 

it if I would. " 

 

44. The statements of Lincoln verify that the United States Government was created by Caucasians, that 

is, whites, for the benefit of whites and none other. And secondly, Lincoln's statements show that he knew 

enough about the nature of his race and the Laws of the Opposites to understand that the Ethiopian and 

Caucasian Races would never be equal in the same place at the same time. Therefore, it is vitally 

important that we disclose the elements of the Laws of the Opposites at this time - one of the times in 

which they are most needed, THE TIME OF CAPTIVITY. We should know that according to the Laws 

of the Opposites (1) If the dead are TO LIVE AND RULE, they must do so on the ignorance, life, blood, 

suffering, strength, and death of the living (2) Pain and pleasure must offset each other (3) Those who 

represent the living and those who represent the dead CAN NOT BE EQUAL in the same place at the 

same time (4) POWER of living and dead COMBINED can be but one hundred percent (100%) (5) The 

light and activities (the knowledge and order) of existence depend on THE POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE 

FORCES of Nature (6) What seems to be BEST FOR AN INDIVIDUAL Of a race may NOT BE BEST 

for that individual's race and (7) Knowledge always rules ignorance. 

 

45. Let's examine number one (1) In the foregoing paragraph and what it means to us Ethiopians as 

individuals and as a race and what it means to our efforts of liberation. The Caucasian Race is the 

perfection of death and is THE LIVING DEAD IN THE FLESH. Therefore, in order for it to exist and 

rule, it must have victims to use as SCAPEGOATS (a Jesus). The Jesus doctrine (the cross doctrine) is 

the doctrine of the dead, because, after death no one sees, feels, tastes, hears, smells or thinks. One must 

have eyes to see, nerves to feel, tongue and palate to taste, ears to hear, nostrils to smell, and a brain to 

think, and only the PHYSICAL PERSON can provide these things because all these parts die with 

physical death of one's body. Furthermore, how can the dead offer us life after death when they have no 

life of their own? Ghost (God) has no blood is why it must find blood elsewhere in order to survive. The 

Caucasian Race is the posterity of GHOST. 

 

46. The Jesus doctrine, that is, the doctrine of the dead, is VAMPIRISM, and as long as the dead can get 

us Ethiopians (who represent life by Nature) TO BELIEVE in vampirism (the doctrine of the dead) the 

future, well-being, and rule by the dead are assured, and this means no possible liberation for us victims 

of captivity. Moreover, as long as we BELIEVE IN AND FOLLOW THE DEAD, we Ethiopians will 

remain MENTALLY DEAD, hardly able to think our way out an open door, and this makes the thought 

of liberation and freedom a cruel hoax. The dead lives on the suffering, blood, and death of the living by 

destroying the living minds of the living with IGNORANCE, and ignorance renders the living almost 

helpless, then DRACULA can LIVE and PREY on its victims (the ignorant). The dead must sap the lives 

of the living because they have no life of their own, but when we QUIT SUPPORTING THE DEAD BY 

REFUSING TO BELIEVE IN THEIR DECEPTIONS and our Nine Knowledge continues to grow, the 

dead will become sealed in the Earth again, for their reign of terror will be terminated, because they will 

not have our ignorance to survive on. Then, we Ethiopians can have liberation and freedom, again. 

Remember! The symbol of the dead is THE CROSS, and the dead must prey on the living in order to 

survive. All struggles and wars of blood and suffering are the results of the WILL AND POWER OF 

THE DEAD (Six Ether and Ghost), the Negative Forces of Nature, because PAIN IS THEIR PLEASURE 

and BLOOD IS THEIR SURVIVAL. 

 

47. The second law mentioned is that pleasure must be offset by pain and vice versa. We Scientists made 

it clear that the law we mentioned first is fact and binding by Nature because, the dead has no life of their 

own thereby they must rob the living of theirs if they are to live and rule. In this second law we mentioned 

we wish to make it clear this law is fact and binding by Nature because, orderly existence must have 



BALANCE and when there is all pleasure and no pain or all pain and no pleasure, all balance is destroyed 

and orderly existence ceases to exist, meaning, there is complete one-sidedness or chaos. What this means 

to our Ethiopian liberation is thus: The more pleasure we have the more pain we must suffer, thereby 

making our liberation that much more difficult, because pain must offset pleasure by laws of the 

Opposites. 

 

48. One reason Caucasians do not wish to separate from NEGROES is: They wish to use Negroes as their 

scapegoats. When Caucasian pleasure increases to the point where it must be offset by pain and suffering, 

the dead urges one or more Caucasians to go looking for some Negroes to brutalize and kill. The Negro in 

his and her ignorance is the Caucasians' Jesus, meaning, his scapegoat and prey, and there is nothing 

effective we Ethiopians' can do about it at this time but find, study, accept, and practice Nine Knowledge 

that we may REGAIN OUR MENTAL POWER necessary to liberate ourselves by whatever means 

needed. From mental power comes all other powers. We Ethiopians can stop Caucasians (Dracula) from 

preying on us by refusing to accept their false teachings and start practicing our own way of life. 

 

49. As the third law mentioned stated: Opposites can not be equal in the same place at the same time, 

because Opposites are oppositions by Nature and Caucasians are oppressive by Nature because they are 

empowered by grave yard forces, therefore, they suppress, oppress, and repress as a natural course of 

action. Caucasian nature makes it impossible to live with him on an equal basis. If we do not have the 

power to oppress him, he will surely oppress us, therefore, the best thing for us is racial separation not 

racial integration which is RACIAL SUICIDE and GENOCIDE. Since by law of Nature Opposites can 

not be equal in [the] same place at [the] same time, we know that so-called CIVIL RIGHTS and EQUAL 

RIGHTS by Negro organizations in the United States of America are another cruel hoax perpetrated upon 

Ethiopian People. Hence, the answer is not civil and equal rights, and Abraham Lincoln made this very 

clear, but the answer is NATURAL RIGHTS as outlined in LIBERATION INFORMATION. Opposites 

can not be equal in the same place at the same time because Opposites are the reverse of each other by 

Nature. 

 

50. The fourth law mentioned relates to us that the powers of the Opposite COMBINED can only be one 

hundred percent (100%) and this means as the power of one increases the power of the other must 

decrease, and the science of it to us Ethiopians is this: As our Ethiopian mentality increases with Nine 

Knowledge, Caucasian mentality will decrease, because Nine Knowledge is to much light for Caucasians 

to stand, thereby their mentality fades away like a disappearing fog that gets thinner and thinner plus the 

fact that mental power can be only one hundred percent. By the same laws, physical powers of the 

Opposites are but one hundred percent, and as one increases the other decreases in proportion. Nine 

Knowledge will increase our Ethiopian mentality and in turn our physical powers. Do not look for 

miracles to happen, but time and cycle and our efforts will turn the table and thin the fog. 

 

51. The law mentioned in fifth (5th) place brings out the fact that the Opposite in some form or other are 

INTERDEPENDENT ON EACH OTHER. When the Caucasian Race fades off the scene, the rest of 

mankind is left as the opposite of the Ethiopian Race. When mankind in general revolves off the scene, 

the Ethiopian Race has developed its own opposite in the person of certain Pygmies that represent the 

negative factors of Nature. To say the light and activities (the knowledge and order) of existence depend 

on the positive and negative forces of Nature is to include reproduction of self by the Opposites called 

male and female. However, the science of this law is to set forth that it is nonsense to think that one 

opposite is going to completely destroy the other in the sense that religionists think one day God is going 

to destroy the Devil or all evil. It is nonsense because Opposites are based on each other by Nature and 

from them combined come all knowledge, wisdom, and understanding just as all light in a room comes 

from a bulb or bulbs that can not burn without positive AND negative factors of Nature. 

 

52. A bulb can not burn on positive alone or negative alone; it must have some of both. The same way it 

is with orderly existence. The ratio of positive to negative at the bottom of the circle where we are now is 



2 to 7. Two parts positive and seven parts negative, but at the top of the circle the ratio is reversed - 7 

parts positive and 2 parts negative. Of course, we are now at the bottom of the circle - the animal world, 

the world of the dead - 2 parts positive and 7 parts negative. The law in fifth position teaches us to quit 

looking for something from somewhere ALL GOOD to come and do for us what we must do for 

ourselves. 

 

53. The negatives in the Ethiopian Race with that 2P/ 7N ratio can not see the importance of maintaining 

the law mentioned in number Six (6) position. They do not see the significance of working back toward 

our 7P2N ratio, the acme of Ethiopian Culture. What seems to be best for AN INDIVIDUAL in our Race 

may not be best for the Race, but what is best for the Race is ALWAYS BEST for the individual. If the 

bootlickers for Caucasians in our Race could understand this law of self preservation, we would not have 

traitors in our Race called UNCLE TOMS. UNCLE TOMS and AUNT TOMAMMAS are people who 

found an opening and support for what they by Nature wanted to do all the time. Working with the 

opposition or opposite against one's own preservation is PUNISHABLE BY DEATH according to the 

Universal Laws of the Opposites. When one puts his selfishness and self-interests before the survival and 

wellbeing of his Race, he or she is a traitor and deserves what the Laws of Nature demand for such 

CRIME. Working for the opposition (opposite) against your own Race is below the animal state and that 

person deserves to be treated so. 

 

54. One reason for these deliberations by us Ethiopian Scientists is to open your eyes that you may see 

further than we have shown. In other words, you should be able by now, if you have read all the booklets 

THE NINE BALL and BIBLE INTERPRETATIONS AND EXPLANATIONS, to gather correct and 

effective information on your own directly from Nature. We need as much correct information as we can 

obtain because KNOWLEDGE ALWAYS RULES IGNORANCE is one main reason why the Caucasian 

is ruling the Ethiopian almost everywhere. This knowledge and ignorance law is mentioned in [the] 

SEVENTH POSITION. Knowledge and ignorance are Opposites and when the captive obtains as much 

Universal Knowledge as the captor and practices that knowledge normally and naturally, the slave will 

become par with the slave-master, then the master will desire the slave to be elsewhere, because the slave 

then becomes a real challenge to the master's ruling power. 

 

55. All Laws and Codes of Nature are interwoven together and thereby form one big network called THE 

NATURE OF NATURE - The Motivator and Activator in The One Supreme Being. The One Supreme 

Being, of course, is NATURE IN GENERAL-Absolute Nature: ALL SPACE, ALL MATTER, and ALL 

TIME and their products. There is no escape from SLAVERY and CAPTIVITY and OPPRESSION by 

THE DEAD except by the knowledge and practice of the Laws and Codes of Nature that are in favor of 

the Ethiopian Race. These booklets are the outline to the knowledge we Ethiopians need for mental 

liberation which is prerequisite to physical liberation. 

 

E. INFORMATION FOR ALL DARKER PEOPLES 
 

56. Although other Darker Races are not the same as the Ethiopian Race, Darker Mankind is CLOSER IN 

NATURE to Ethiopians than the Caucasian Race. This fact is VERY IMPORTANT because it means 

other Darker Peoples way of life by Nature is closer and more relevant, and also means as the Caucasian 

Race fades off the world stage a more congenial opposition or opposite will take its place. Mankind in 

general is opposite to the Ethiopian Race but not the extreme opposite like the Caucasian Race, and that 

means less friction and suffering for the Ethiopian Race and other Darker Races as time proceeds. 

 

57. However what we Ethiopian Scientists really wish other Darker Races to know follows: The aim of 

the Caucasian Race is TO SUBJUGATE ALL OTHER RACES and reduce us all to position of 

experiments and servants PERMANENTLY, so that the Caucasian Race can practice its MAYHEM AND 

VAMPIRISM anywhere in the world on any people at any time it feels that it needs a scapegoat for well-

being and survival. We also wish other Darker Races to know that they must get their liberation from 



vampirism and oppression by Caucasians in a similar manner that we Ethiopians must execute ours, 

starting with a change in mind - a revolution of the mind in a similar manner as outlined in these booklets 

THE NINE BALL and BIBLE INTERPRETATIONS AND EXPLANATIONS, but of course each race 

Darker Race must apply this information in accord with its own NATURE. 

 

58. Moreover, the purpose of the RESURRECTED ETHIOPIAN BY NATURE is to oppress no one or 

no other race, but our natural goal is to liberate ourselves and keep our Race liberated and help other 

Darker Races by correct information that they may be able to do the same. We maintain and advocate that  

EVERY RACE should have its own territory where it can practice its own way of life, mind its own 

business, and be master of its own destiny, and a race should do whatever is necessary to attain this goal 

which is its rights by Nature. But the Caucasian Race is not such by Nature that will permit this as long as 

it stays in spiritual, economic, and military powers. So the only hope that we Darker Races will ever have 

to be masters of our own destinies is to help Nature remove Caucasians from power by practicing the 

FIRST LAW OF NATURE which is SELF-PRESERVATION, and self-preservation has many angles 

and takes many forms. 

 

59. Darker Races, the way to peace, security, and well-being is not the Caucasians automation, handouts 

called economic aid, advanced technology, Earth and Moon satellites, et cetera. To put it another way, it 

is futile trying to play catch up with Caucasians in economics, luxuries, technology, space explorations, 

and so forth, because they are too far ahead and most of it is not necessary for survival and well-being 

anyway. So-called underdeveloped Darker Nations should develop THEIR OWN WAYS AND MEANS 

of making and producing whatever they need for survival, well-being, and progress. Their own ways and 

means is a much shorter and surer way to peace and security than trying to use the Caucasian for your 

development because, if the Caucasian helps you, there are strings attached that assures the Caucasian 

that you will never be master of your own destiny through his economic or military aid. 

 

60. Unfortunately, not only among Negroes in these United States, but all over the world, Caucasians 

have a system of UNCLE TOMISM. This worldwide system of bootlicking for Caucasians is performed 

by individual persons and individual nations. Individuals, races, and nations cater to Caucasian whims 

and wills for mere economic or military handouts that keep them in P AWN to Caucasian interests. 

Furthermore, accepting handouts is simply begging and bumming your way through which is another 

form of selling your self out. The Caucasian Race has THE WHOLE WORLD OF DARKER PEOPLES 

AND NATIONS on its WEL-FARE ROLLS, and the sooner Darker Peoples and Darker Nations wake up 

and understand that the only road to true independence and real progress is SELF-CREATIVENESS the 

better off we all will be. Darker Mankind must awaken and realize, although it is not as heavily 

oppressed, suppressed and repressed as the Ethiopian Race, it still has a long way to go to be master of its 

own destiny. 

 

61. And by using the same prescriptions as described in these booklets for Ethiopians, other Darker Races 

can liberate themselves and be free. Of course, each race's application of Nature's laws and way will be in 

each race's own nature as it is most effective this way. In other words, the solutions to world problems for 

Ethiopians is the solution for other races also against THE NUMBER ONE COMMON ENEMY called 

the CAUCASIAN RACE. The Caucasian Race killed off most Darker Peoples of Europe approximately 6 

thousand years ago and stole that continent, and less than 5 hundred years ago killed off the Ethiopians 

and Indians in North America and stole this continent, and it has no intentions of stopping until it kills off 

most Darker Peoples of the Earth and steal all the lands of the Planet and establish a permanent world 

slave state. The whole Caucasian Race is HITLER. 

 

62. Only way we Darker Peoples can prevent this from happening is (1) Understand that the Caucasian is 

DRACULA and remove the darkness (ignorance) in which Dracula must have to prey on its victims (2) 

Remove the bootlickers and crooks from power who Caucasians handpick to head Black organizations 

and run puppet and parrot governments (3) Reject and outlaw in Darker Nations the doctrine of the dead 



called CHRISTIANITY and JUDAISM which is simply VAMPIRISM in personification of the 

Caucasian Race (4) Let Caucasians know as little as possible about your plans and what you are doing, 

because they are merely spies and disrupters of Darker Peoples way of life (5) Revamp your education 

system to follow your own nature only (6) Reject all Caucasian handouts and help because they make 

only beggars, dependents, and bootlickers of people (7) Whatever there is to be done for survival, well-

being, and true progress, do it yourself in your own ability, own image and likeness, own time, and own 

nature (8) Develop own economy and own military might with own ability and in own time (9) National 

oil and all other resources that Caucasians have any interests in be completely nationalized and let them 

have only that which is more beneficial to let them have than harmful. This will cripple his world 

machinery of war and industry. 

 

63. This is the way we Darker Peoples must work, mentally and physically, to help Nature remove 

Caucasians from economic and military powers for our own survival and security and well-being of the 

future in person of our children. Many people watch various Caucasian stock markets to determine 

Caucasian power, strength, and direction, but it makes no difference whether their stock markets go up or 

down, as long as they still have the natural resources from Darker Nations to speculate with, they can 

abandon the present stock markets, create others, and keep going, indefinitely. But when their resources 

are CUT OFF, then the stock markets fall, [it] stays down, and so will all their other cynical operations 

and plans decline including their misused military might. 

 

64. The Caucasian Race can conquer and control peoples and nations anywhere in the world, but it can 

not defeat and destroy the laws, cycles, and way of Nature, therefore, these factors and forces are our way 

out via knowledge of them and practice of them. If all races would understand and adhere to the Codes, 

Cycles and way of Nature, we all would be in our own lands, minding our own businesses, and practicing 

our own ways of life. 

 

65. We conclude this booklet by relating this note: When the brain has been imprisoned by IGNORANCE 

for a considerable term of time, it is possessed and sealed by that ignorance. So, when that ignorance is 

being destroyed by UNIVERSAL NINE KNOWLEDGE, you may experience UNPLEASANT 

DREAMS, because the FORCES OF IGNORANCE are RESISTING the FORCES OF KNOWLEDGE, 

but the Powers of Knowledge will win, if you are INTELLIGENT. Then, the Caucasian Race will be able 

to conquer and control Darker Peoples NO PLACE on the Planet. 

 


